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Preface

This is a book about an error, an error in scientific method fundamental to quantitative psychology. This error became locked into established ways of doing things in that science, that is, it became systemic. Then it was compounded by a higher order error, the effect of which was to disguise the first. Because science is a cognitive enterprise, because scientific methods are fallible methods, and because all scientists are fallible cognisers, the making of errors is par for the course in science and so any particular instance of error is usually only of passing interest. In so far as scientists invite criticism and put their ideas to the test, there is some chance that errors will eventually be corrected. On the other hand, errors that become systemic are of more than passing interest because they show that science’s mechanisms for correcting error are themselves fallible and able to break down. Then it is of interest to inquire into the conditions of such errors because they may teach us something about the workings of science. This book is written as a contribution to that endeavour.

In the case studied here, the first of the two errors mentioned was of a familiar enough kind. It was the error of presuming an answer to a scientific question, rather than investigating it empirically. Quantitative psychologists presumed that the psychological attributes which they aspired to measure were quantitative. There is no question that presuming instead of testing was an error in scientific method. Quantitative attributes are attributes having a quite specific kind of structure. The issue of whether psychological attributes have that sort of structure is an empirical issue because there is no necessity that such attributes should be so constituted. Despite this, mainstream quantitative psychologists (that is, the dominant tradition of those attempting either to measure psychological attributes or to theorise about them quantitatively) not
only neglected to investigate this issue, they presumed that psychological attributes are quantitative, as if no empirical issue were at stake. This way of doing quantitative psychology, begun by its founder, Gustav Theodor Fechner, was followed almost universally throughout the discipline and still dominates it.

The second, higher order, error involved in this case was of a kind far from familiar. It involved accepting a defective definition of a fundamental methodological concept, that of measurement. Given that measurement has been central to science since ancient times and also a more or less permanent feature of non-scientific life since then, it is surprising that quantitative psychologists were able to pull this manoeuvre off. It is even more surprising that it was done, so far as I can tell, entirely in good faith. This definition continues to dominate the discipline. Most quantitative psychologists think that measurement is simply the assignment of numerals to objects and events according to rule. This definition was proposed by the psychologist Stanley Smith Stevens in 1946. Its understanding of the concept of measurement is clearly mistaken because it ignores the fact that only quantitative attributes are measurable. Of course, that feature is no accident, as will be revealed.

Because this second error disguises the first so successfully and has persisted within psychology now for more than half a century, this tissue of errors is of special interest. Errors such as these are not likely to be accidental. They are more likely to be motivated. Locating the motivation is one of my aims. I argue that these errors are connected with ideologies underlying the development of modern psychology. These ideologies are scientism and practicalism. Scientism is a commonly invoked concept and what I mean by it is the view that methods successful in certain ‘paradigmatic’ sciences must also apply to others. The concept of practicalism is one that I have taken from the philosopher John Anderson. I use this term to refer to the view that success in science derives from the solving of ‘practical’ problems. This is to be contrasted with the classical view that success in science simply means finding out how natural systems work. Anderson thought that ‘modern science does not exemplify disinterested inquiry. Its spirit has been “practical”, it has been concerned with “getting things done” . . . not just with finding out what is the case and with the “criticism of the categories” that that involves.’ I show that modern psychol-
ogists almost universally, from Fechner to Stevens, neglected ‘criticism of the category’ of quantity and its relation to the scientific method of measurement. Inquiry in psychology had to serve the social interests of a discipline anxious to present itself as ‘scientific’ and of a profession equally anxious to present itself as an ‘applied science’. Because these interests were pursued within a wider milieu dominated by views such as Pythagoreanism, presuming that psychological attributes are quantitative would have seemed a much smaller step than, in reality, it was.

It is a curious feature of the recent expansion of interest in ‘science studies’ that few works on the history of errors in science have so far been produced. Perhaps this is because, when it comes to errors, it seems that scientists themselves ‘are far better placed to do that critical job than historians, sociologists, or philosophers’, as Steven Shapin puts it. While scientists, like everyone, need all the help they can get in identifying errors, the history related here confirms Shapin’s observation by showing how internal criticism, when valid, can eventually lead to a revolution in ideas. The fact that, in this case, revolutionary developments have had minimal impact upon established practice, shows how much an understanding of science requires an understanding of the mechanisms of the cognitive affliction I call systemic error.

For most of my adult career I have been involved with attempts at psychological measurement in some form or another. I served an ‘apprenticeship’ in applied psychometrics and worked for several years as a students’ counsellor and guidance officer before completing a Ph.D. in the area of attitude measurement. Since then I have taught psychometrics and measurement theory at the University of Sydney, supervised theses on psychological measurement and published in the area. Being an insider has both advantages and disadvantages when it comes to writing history. The advantages are obvious and the disadvantages considerable. There are the problems of being too close to a subject. There is also the problem that by training the insider is usually neither an historian nor a philosopher. I make no claim to be either. Hence, in this book I lean heavily, but selectively, upon historians and philosophers of science. Selectively, because I am reluctant to conform to what I adjudge, albeit as an ‘outsider’, to be the false gods currently worshipped within those disciplines. The result may not please some. This is a risk I am prepared to take because I think
that with a topic such as this we enter disciplinary borderlands, wherein scientists may also have their say and no one claim the last word.

There certainly is more work to be done on the questions investigated in this book. First, I have confined my attention to published material because it is at this level that the errors and their history impinged upon me. In this case, the public surface of science reveals patterns worth reporting. However, I am sure that there are deeper currents than those identified here. Second, with a couple of notable exceptions, I have confined attention to material available in English. This leaves gaps because the initial error identified occurred first in German psychology and I am sure that the study of the ‘quantity objection’ within the nineteenth-century German psychological literature would reveal subtleties glossed over in my work. Third, the philosophy of scientific quantification remains a patchy area of study and it still awaits more comprehensive and systematic treatment than I have been able to give it here. Finally, the errors investigated here are not free-standing errors: they form part of a ubiquitous syndrome. There is a particularly pernicious form of Pythagoreanism, according to which the ostensibly qualitative features of human life are squeezed, insensitively and without second thought, into a quantitative mould. This has happened especially in a range of areas where human performance is considered and evaluated. It deserves closer philosophical scrutiny. There are many things in human life which may not be quantitative. They are no worse for that. If nonquantitative, they can be investigated in terms of their own ‘categories’ and such investigation is no less scientific than measurement. Quantitative structure is but one (important) kind amongst many and it holds no franchise over scientific method in its entirety.
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